Circus Amok

Citizenship

An Immigrant Rights Fantasia in 10 Short Acts

Yikes!

Amazing Acrobats
Jaunty Jugglers
Stunning Stilters
Guts * Go-Go * Glamour Galore
The Blasting Sounds of the Circus Amok Band
& More * More * More!!!
Citizen's Ship

The grand opening
Cha cha chari vari
The ferocious Fernando
Bush's nightmare: A presidential suite
Pas d'coats
The jaunty jugglers
Heroic heads of state
The coathanger of steel
Fire!
Tea cups
Victorious vaulters
Pogo a go go 2
Astonishing acrobats

Circus Amok, NYC's award-winning, renowned, outdoor one-ring circus spectacular, brings FREE performances to more than 10,000 audience members in diverse neighborhoods in the city parks each summer. Founded in 1989, 2006 marks the troupe's 13th season out in the parks. A spine-tingling mix of traditional circus and variety arts with post-modern dance, puppetry and a wide array of live music, CIRCUS AMOK entertains crowds of all ages in the Bronx, Brooklyn, Manhattan and Queens, raising questions about issues that affect all New Yorkers and which shape our city.

For more info, visit us at: www.circusamok.org

The Troupe
Jennifer Miller, Director
Amy Verebay
Ashley Brockington
Becca Blackwell
Carlton Ward
Cindy Greenberg
Fernando Nogueira Wanderley
Michelle Matlock

Roustabouts
Clifton Faust
Lee Houck
Ponder Goddard

The Band
Jenny Romaine, Musical Director & Band Leader, Accordion
Allen Watsky, Violin & Bass
Ben Meyer, Trombone
Lee Bams Frisari, Drums & Xylophone
Jessica Lurie, Alto Sax
Mary Feaster, Bass
Susan Watts, Trumpet

Official Amok Transcriber & Some Arrangements
Jessica Lurie

Composers
DIREC TED BY: Jennifer Miller in collaboration with the cast

ADDITIONAL WRITING: Jenny Romanine
(Bueh's Nightmare... in homage to the Marx Brothers)

ADDITIONAL TEXT: Emma Lazarus (The New Colossus)

DRAMATUREY: Rachel Mattson, Lauro Kropff

DESIGNER: Alessandra Nichols

ADDITIONAL SETS, PROPS, PUPPETS & COSTUMES:
Sandra Burns (Heads of State puppets); Meredith Huch (Goat heads); Seanna Gordon (Jugler's Costumes); Jenny Romanine & Isaac Bell (Bush's Nightmare Puppet Theater); Kelly Harrigan (Costumes); Meta Strick (and then some)

ADMINISTRATIVES: Lee Hauck, Cindy Greenberg

GRANTS MISTRESS: Trudi Cohen, Laura Helton

DESIGN ASSISTANTS: Laura Helton, Meeve Markee, Fernando Nogueira Wanderley, Consuelo Karoly, Jessica Lawrence, Elaine Leibnauem, Sarah Weisen, Meta Strick, Pablo Jimenez, Marsha Gilden, Sara Moneon, Rebekah Tarin, Anne Jacobs & all the performers for your hard work behind the scenes!

INTERNS: Nic Rathert, Jon Gibson, Jill Ward, Jessica Lawrence

MEDIA: Ron Lesko at Spin Cycle

SOUND & TRUCK: Serena Rockower

SOUND RENTAL: Don Jacobs

ROADTRIP COOKS: Meeve Markee, Zock & Eva

THANK YOU: Meta Strick, Deb Zock, The Marx Brothers, Dolly Meiran, Sarah East Johnson & LAVA, Pornography, Astrud Angerita, Shehani Fernando, Elaine Leibnauem, Kathy Brennen, Rachel Mattson, Gemma & Lujigeta and Great Small Works for hosting our props and properties department & to all our AMAZING VOLUNTEERS!

SPECIAL THANKS: Brian Dube Juggling Equipment (www.dube.com)


VERY SPECIAL THANKS: Kip Rathke and Cindy Greenberg for a whole lot more!

& BIG EXTRA THANKS: Zock & Eva for hosting our retreat in the Adirondacks.

Circus Amok is supported, in part, by public funds from the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs, the New York State Council on the Arts, and the National Endowment for the Arts.

Circus Amok's 2004 Park Tour has been made possible, in part, by the Lower Manhattan Cultural Council with the generous support of the September 11th Fund. Additional support provided by Vivian Ostrowsky, the Doyen Fund for Justice, the Genes Staff Foundation, the Nancy Quinn Fund of A.R.I./NY and fans like you.
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